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Abstract: A considerable percentage of export in Iran is allocated to materials for the reason of lacking in an increase of value to the natural resources, including oil & gas. In fact, the most developing countries have turned into export of material for lacking adequate technology to convert primary materials into industrial goods with a high technology. In this study, the export demand function of Iran has been estimated by ARDL method and the changeability in non-oil export of Iran has been examined through a difference in an income elasticity of demand of export by the structural constancy tests. In this research, CUSUM, CUSUMQ, Recursive Regression, as well as Rolling Regression Tests have been used for the export demand function of Iran from 1350 to 1388. The results show that the export demand function in the period under study has passed a slightly fixed process and model parameters have not had significant changes, which it may be said that its most important reason is lacking of growth in industrial and semi-industrial products in export of non-oil goods of the country.
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Introduction

Foreign trade sector always has a great importance as one of the major sectors of the economics in developing plans of countries. Orientation of the development plans in Iran has been toward improving non-oil export and targeting import, too. Export and import, as two basic variables of foreign trade sector, have always played a predominant role in Iran economics. After the revolution, by reason of the necessity for Iran economics, to different kinds of imported goods including capital, consumer and intermediary goods in one hand, and shortage of foreign exchange resources, on the other hand, to supply the requirements and severe oil fluctuations, has increased the importance of these variables.

In 20 year prospect, in order to achieve the first economical, scientific and technological status in the area, the fast and continuous growth of economics and effective and constituent interaction with the world have been emphasized through the development of non-oil export, co-integration and expansion of economic activities containing slightly advantages.

Most countries, after II world war and executing of trade liberalization and joining to WTO, have more increase in trade interchange between themselves and other countries. An increase in co-integration between the world economics have had much benefits, including advances in technology, industrial growth, rapid growth and variety of export as well as an increase in industrial goods in comparison of traditional and agricultural ones. By studying export demand function of these countries and also income demand elasticity and their export price elasticity in a specific period, any changes in structure or export constancy of these countries could be found out. In this article, we are seeking to show whether the demand of export in Iran during the period under study has had any structural changes in a combination of its export goods or not. For the purpose of this study, the export demand function of Iran has estimated through ARDL method and then parameters constancy of the export demand function have been examined by the structural constancy tests.

Rapid movement of the world economics towards basic changes is resulted from successful experiences of leading countries in the economic arena and their attention to the export development and an increase of their role in the world trade. The experience of the most third world countries shows that presence in the world markets and exploitation from foreign trade advantages have been an appropriate solution to the economical development of the developing countries in more recent decades. Also, to make a strategy for the economic development, especially industrial, foreign trade sector and trade policies should be taken into more consideration. Since, at the shadow of determining foreign trade structure of the country, the strategy of economical and industrial development could be evaluated and analyzed. It should be noted that various factors have played role in evolutions made which some of them refer to the structural and long-
range (trade liberalization, development of the world and multinational companies and etc.) and others to cyclical fluctuations (a wonderful growth of nominal prices of oil in the world and injection of a very large financial resources to the oil exporting countries), emerging, short-term and ad hoc evolutions. So far, role of non-oil export in trade and low gross national product, and foreign trade have been dependent on oil and resulted from oil incomes, a considerable percentage of Iranian export allocates materials for the reason of lacking in an increase of value to the natural resources, including oil & gas. In fact, the most developing countries have turned into the export of materials for the reason of lacking adequate technology to convert materials into industrial goods with a high technology. In spite of more actions and endeavors which have been done to reduce the export of materials, the export rate of these goods in total export rate of our country has been increased from 90% in 1990 to 92% in 2003. However, some countries, including Kuwait and Malaysia, have been able to reduce the export of materials and increase the export rate of their industrial products. For example, the export rate of materials in Malaysia, which has been about 46% of its total export rate in 1990, has reduced to 22% in 2003. The following table is given to compare the export share of materials as well as the industrial export of Iran with Malaysia and India:

Table (3-9) Comparison of Materials Share & Industrial Products of Total export product.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Export Share of Industrial Product with a High Technology from Total Export Product</th>
<th>Industrial Product Share from Total Export Product</th>
<th>Materials Share from Total Export Product</th>
<th>Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Resource: International Monetary Fund Statistics Department

By studying the process of non-oil export, major economical parts are separately seen that the agricultural and industrial products have always formed a large part of export in Iran. In spite of variety of export products in the agricultural sector, one or more specific products such as Pistachio, Caviar, Cumin and etc have always had a major share in the agricultural products during different years. Generally, the industrial products, including handmade carpets, have been one of the major export articles for years. In the years under study such as 1980 and 1981 its share of total non-oil export exceeds 50%. 1 Statistical study of the industrial export and its share in non-oil export indicates that despite of variety and expansion of the industrial products and importance of this section in the economical growth and development of the country, these kind of products have not been able to allocate a major part in non-oil export sector to themselves. Statistics of Iran export, especially non-oil export, indicates low foreign trade development and its reliance to the traditional and primary products. A considerable part of Iran export relates to oil, gas and oil product that, on the average, includes more than 85% of total export value of the country. Whereas a great part of it relates to the traditional products such as Carpet, Pistachio, and Saffron and almost plant consumer products in non-oil export arena. It is obvious that in such circumstances, export of industrial products is not considerable. This disharmonious ratio in the combination of Iran export shows the reliance of country economics to the primary material export and be non-industrialized export. Iran, with 38th ranking from goods export value viewpoint, only allocates about 0.5 % of the world export to itself in 2004. Of this export value, only 9% relates to the manufactured products.

Some Problems of the Industrial Export:

- Difficulty of accessing our country to the markets of industrialized countries for the reason of lacking membership of Iran in WTO (Turkish and Spain, competitors of Iran in the export of food products, have easy access to the markets of OECD countries).

- A paltry share of our country concerning goods which is known by a trade brand.

- Low technological power of Iran: It has been exported in energy-consuming industries such as chemicals, cement, and/or labors like weaving products and cloths which is faced with a great supply and sever competition in the world market.

- Late attention of the country to the development of industrial export approach for the reason of having oil foreign exchange

- Increasing dependence to the oil incomes, the lucrative privilege, the exclusive structure

- Lacking enough competitive capability in the world market from the quality viewpoint

- Lacking enough competitive capability in the world market from the price viewpoint
So, the government tries to go out of the dependence on oil with reliance to non-oil export development by investing in mine, trade, agriculture as well as services. On this basis, correcting past inappropriate structure and incompatible with the status and role of great human and natural capacities were primary need for Iran economics which it can be in favorable predetermined course and compatible with capacities by a right planning and executing the explained plan and drawing a right path for its future economy.

Estimation of the Export Demand Function

Non-oil export is considered as a function of the world income level and the index of export goods price of Iran to the index of export price of other exporting countries. In addition to the effect of these factors on the non-oil exports, other variables become significant with respect to the nature and conditions of economical, social, and political structures which always affect the volume of non-oil exports.

The given model is as follows:

$$\ln \text{Re}_{x_t} = C + \beta_1 \ln Y_w^{t} + \beta_2 \ln \text{REP}_t + \beta_3 D_u 5967 + u_t$$  
\text{Equation (1)}

Where $\text{Re}_x$ is the real export of Iran; $Y_w$ is the world income; $\text{REP}$ is the index of relative price of export goods of Iran to the price of world export goods; $D_u 5967$ is the virtual variable for the imposed war period (by zero value before 1980 and after 1367 and one value for 1980-1997).

The method used in this thesis is ARDL. This method estimates simultaneously the long-term and short-term relations between the dependent variable and other explanatory variables of the model. Also, this method is able to solve problems regarding the omission of variable and auto-regression. As these models are generally free of serial auto-regression and interior, the resulted estimations would be unbiased and efficient. There is no need to make use of being similar to the co-integration degree of variables in this approach which is necessary in Angle-Grenger. Methodology of ARDL is applicable in a case that variables are the combination of I(1) and I(0). It means that this method does not have any need to the primary test of unit root on the variables. Its advantage is to give a error correction model in order to examine the modification quality of the short-time imbalance to the long-term balance in addition to the estimation of coefficients related to the long-term model. ARDL model (2,0,1), as the best estimated short-term model in accordance with Bizine-Shuartz criterion, is estimated by Microfit 4.1 software and as follows:

\begin{align*}
L\text{REX}(-1)L\text{REX} & = -2/501 - 0/41D\text{U} 5967 + 1/53L\text{REX} (1) - 0 / 4L\text{REX} (-2) \\
+ 0 / 147L\text{Y}W - 0 / 51L\text{REX}(-1)
\end{align*}
\text{Equation (2)}

The long-term model is as follows:

\begin{align*}
L\text{REX} & = -7 / 34 - 1 / 178D\text{U} 59670 / 415L\text{Y}W - 0 / 496L\text{REX} \\
\text{noitaupE (3)} & ( -0 / 243 ) ( -3 / 797 ) ( 21 / 71 ) ( -9 / 509 )
\end{align*}

With respect to findings of the long-term model (3), it can be said that the world income variables have statistically a significant and positive effect, and the relative prices and war virtual variable have a significant and negative effect on the export demand function, too. In the long-term, one percentage of changes in the world income would increase 0.41% in export demand function of Iran. This indicates that a considerable percentage of export in Iran allocates to the traditional and primary products for the reason of low development of foreign trade. Also, the income elasticity is low for the primary materials.

Price elasticity of demand, which is considered as a relative change in export and import to a relative change in prices, has a contrary relation with the volume of export demand of non-oil products in the international level and export demand decreases measuring 0.49% in lieu of 1% of change in relative prices of the export goods. Error correction model which shows the short-time relation between
dependent & independent variables is given as follows:

\[
(4) \quad \text{Ecm} = LREX_0 / 41522LYW + LREP_0 / 49630LREP + C1 / 3402C + \uparrow 1787Dum5967
\]

The coefficient of error correction model is estimated equaled to -0.3553. Therefore, it can be concluded that about 35% of the resulted imbalance of the dependant variable in each period is modified and wiped out in the next period from its long-term balance values in one period.

**Structural Constancy Tests**

Cumulative Sum test (CUSUM) and Cumulative Sum of Square (CUSUMQ).

In order to examine the constancy of model coefficients, CUSUM and CUSUMQ tests, which have a long background in econometrics literature, have been used. In these tests, the null hypothesis is examining the parameters constancy in a significant level of 5%. By doing structural constancy test, it would be possible to examine the null hypothesis based on non-existence of structural failure through two statistics CUSUM & CUSUMQ.

Then, if cumulative sum Recursive Residuals and Cumulative Sum of Squares Recursive Residuals diagrams go out of interval of confidence of 95%, that is, it crosses the interval of confidence, the null hypothesis based on non-existence of the structural failure rejects and the structural failure accepts. Statistic CUSUM is useful for finding the systematic changes in the regression coefficients and statistic CUSUMQ, when the deviation from resistance of regression coefficients is random and unexpected.

This test suggested by Brown, Durbin, and Evans in 1975 for the first time; however, Pesaran & Pesaran suggested using the above-mentioned tests to determine the constancy of long-term and short-term coefficients in the error correction model in 1997 [11]. The first test of cumulative correction model in 1997 [11]. The first test of cumulative sum is called CUSUM and as follows:

\[
W_t = \sum_{j=k+1}^{t} \frac{w_j}{\hat{\sigma}}, \quad t = k+1 \ldots n \quad (5)
\]

Where we have:

\[
\hat{\sigma}^2 = \frac{\sum_{r=k+1}^{T} (w_r - \bar{w})^2}{T - K - 1}, \quad (6)
\]

\[
\bar{w} = \frac{\sum_{r=k+1}^{T} w_r}{T - K}
\]

\( \hat{\sigma}^2 \) is the estimated criterion derivation and \( W_t \) is the cumulative sum and is shown against time. If parameter be constant, then, \( E(W)=0 \), however, if they not, \( W \) has a tendency to derivate toward the zero average line.

**Chart (1-4): CUSUM Test**

![CUSUM Test Chart](Source: Computer Attachment (Software Output))
Recursive Estimation Test

Undoubtedly, one of the basic aims of estimating regression models is predicating the interior variable in lieu of determined value from the exterior variable. Point predicating of the interior variable is the estimation of a point in space of the exterior variable and in predicating, assumption is on lacking the structural changes in the regression model. In other words, the specified parameters and functional shape of the model are true for the future, too. Under this circumstance, some tests to ensure the constancy of coefficients are required. Recursive estimations are of these tests which can be used for examining the parameter constancy of the model. The most important point is that on the basis of these regressions, resistance of estimating parameters of the model may be exactly examined in conjunction with an increase in observations.

When data is added, if the given chart becomes outside of interval of confidence, it would be the evidence of the structural changes and non-existence of the parameter constancy. From one hand, if throughout observations, the chart becomes inside the interval of confidence, it indicates the parameters constancy.
As the charts show the statistics of these tests are inside the straight lines which this means that the coefficients constancy is in a significant level of 5%. In other words, the null hypothesis of coefficients constancy in the confidence level of 95% cannot be rejected.

**Rolling Regression**

In models, the linear regression, during the time, is considered consistent, i.e., the parameters do not change through political, economical developments, and etc. (generally the structural changes), in other words, the economic factors do not change their expectations against these developments, however, there is a great possibility that the estimated econometrics parameters become constant during the time. So, with the changes of political regimes, the economic factors will change their expectation, therefore, the rules of decision making estimated will change, too. Under these circumstances, the existence of an appropriate method to study the parameters changes is essential during the various times. Rolling linear regression, as an appropriate method, examines the parameters changes in different periods. In this test, the null hypothesis tests the parameters constancy in a significant level of 5%, too. The interval of confidence in these two tests is two lines that show the confidence level of 95%. If test statistic be between these two lines, the null hypothesis may not be rejected based on the coefficients constancy. As the charts show, statistics of these tests are inside the lines which this means the coefficients constancy is in a significant level of 5%; in other words, the null hypothesis may not be rejected based on the coefficients constancy in the confidence level of 95%.
Conclusion

The aim of this study has been to examine the effective factors of export, to estimate the export demand function of Iran, and to study the possibility of the structural changes in the export demand function of Iran during 1971-2009. The results show the co-integration and the existence of long-term relation between variables of the export demand and other considered variables in the model and indicate that the world income variable has had a positive effect and relative prices of export goods and the virtual variable of war period has had a negative one on the export demand function of Iran. In the long-term, one percentage of the changes in the world income cause an increase of 0/41% in the export demand function of Iran which shows that more of our export goods are primary materials and the income elasticity is low for the primary products. The demand for export decreases by 0/49% in lieu of 1% of change in relative price of export goods.

The coefficient of error correction model is estimated equaling to -0/355, in each period 35% of imbalance created in the dependant variable from its long-term balance values in one period, is modified in the next period and wiped out. In other words, if any shock or imbalance makes in the total export value, it will return to the balanced state after 3 years again.

By studying the non-oil export process, major economical sectors are seen separately which the traditional and agricultural products have always formed a great part of export in Iran. Although a variety of export goods in the agricultural sector during different years one or more specific goods such as Pistachio, Caviar, Cumin, and etc…. have a major role in exporting agricultural products. Traditional products generally include hand-knitted carpets which has been one of the major items of our country export from long ago, too. Also, despite of a variety and expansion of the industrial products and the importance of this sector in economical growth and development of the country, such products could not allocate a major part of non-oil exports to themselves. Statistics related to the export of country, especially non-oil exports, indicates low development of foreign trade and its dependence to the traditional and primary products. This was examined by the structural constancy tests through a change in the income elasticity of the export demand. The result was that the export demand function in two periods under studied has covered a slightly constant process. The model parameters have not had significant changes which the most important reason of it may be stated in non-growth of industrial and semi-industrial products of the country in non-oil products export.

Suggestions

With respect to the estimated relation for the export demand which shows that more of our export products are primary products and the income elasticity is low for them. So, it is suggested that with respect to the importance of export in the development and growth of the country and high income elasticity of the industrial products in the world markets, productions of the country should go towards the production and export of the industrial products and improvement of the industrial export part should be one of the most important aims and economical strategies of the country.
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